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Operation 
 

 
 
The Digital Point Load Tester consists of a load frame with 2 point load platens, for 
applying loads up to 55kN, on which a manual hydraulic jack is mounted. The tester 
accepts core specimens up to 101.6mm (4") in diameter. 
 
The load is applied by using the hydraulic jack hand-pump to move the lower point 
load platen and apply pressure to the sample.  
 

• A graduated scale indicates the distance between the conical points on 
the platens. 

• Applied load is measured by a pressure transducer and shown on a 
digital display unit.  

 
The strength index (Is) is determined from the formula P/D² where P is the force 
required to cause the failure and D is the distance between the points at the moment 
of failure. 
 
See overleaf for the digital display and calibration procedure. 
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The digital display unit is is suitable for highly accurate measurement of
pressure. Two standard AA alkaline cells allow over 10 months' of continuous
operation.

1- MENU and USAGE
To open device, push to "ON" button one time. To close device, push to

"ON" button 3 second continuously.

1.1 Uni X (Units)
User can observe device’s output with five different units. To change

unit of device push to "SET" button. After you see "Uni X" (X is the unit’s
number which can be 0,1,2,3,4 ). Then with up-arrow (Up-arrow is other
function of “Peak” button) units can be changed very easily. All units can
be seen with their unit-number below.
Uni 0   : bar
Uni 1   : Kg.
Uni2    : Tone
Uni3 : Newton
Uni4    : KN



1.2 FL XX (Filter)
Filter number is the number that device take samples 100ms time interval

and device would show result as average of these samples. For example if "FL
02" is selected as filter number, device will take two measurements 100ms
interval and it will show average of those two results. Or if   "FL 04" is selected
as filter number, device will take four measurements again 100ms intervals.
Then it will show average of those four results. This filter number can be
adjusted in range 1-99.

NOTE: If it is "FL 00" selected, there is no any fitter. Result will be flashing
a fixed number. So this device can’t be used with FL00.

1.3 OFF XX (Automatic Shut Off)
This setting is used to set auto shut off timer. It can be set between “0-

30” minutes range. If it will set to “0”minute, it will not shut off automatically.

1.4 CAL XX (Calibration)
This setting is used to make Calibration. In this device, there are two type

calibrations. One of them is in bar unit, other one is in other units which are
Kg, Tones, KN, and N.

1.4.1 Calibration for bar unit
For calibration for bar unit please choose the "CAL05" to set full-scale

which are 350 bars. After that, choose "CAL 06" to calibrate the device. This
CAL 06 menu contains calibration points. Device will ask 6 point between zero
and full-scale point (including zero).

Firstly you will see "0 000'\this screen is your first calibration point. System
mustn't on load at this step. Push "zero" button and continue. After zero point,
device will show you %20 of the full scale: At this step, with a reliable load cell
user has to apply pressure that device shows and user must measure this
applied pressure over load-cell. When right pressure is applied push the ZERO
button again. This procedure will be repeated 6 times totally. The pressure
points are seen below.



"1 0XX"….%20
"2 XXX"…%40
“3 XXX"… %60
"4XXX"… %80
"5 XXX"… %100 of the full scale.

At "5 XXX" step, after push the ZERO button, device will show calibration
coefficient and calibration will be finished.

1.4.2 Calibration for Other Units
These calibrations for other units are very similar with calibration for “bar”

unit. For these calibrations, firstly unit should be chosen. After choose the unit,
choose the "CAL15" to set full-scale. After that, choose "CAL 16". This CAL 16
menu contains calibration points. You will see 6 calibration points totally like
CAL06 menu (for bar).After this point everything is same with bar calibration.
After finish the calibration, set the CAL to "00” to zero point (no-load
condition) and exit the menu.

NOTE: If the device exceeds full scale in bar, it will start to flash.
It's enough to make calibration for one unit (except bar).Device will

convert that to other units.

2-BUTTONS

ZERO: When push this button; device will zero output for this point. This
button has two function that ”Up-arrow” and “zero”. Up-arrow button is
used for changing any selection in the menu. And “zero” button is only can
be needed when user makes a calibration. While making a calibration a
“no-load” condition is needed. When we try to define no-load condition for
device, user applies some pressure slowly to a load cell and tries to find the
point nearest to zero (for example 0.2N). At this point user should push
zero buttons on the device and on the load cell to make this pressure point
zero for both device and load cell. It is like fine tuning.



No-Load Condition: The condition that there isn’t any pressure load on the
device.

PEAK: When push this button, device will show the maximum pressure until
that time. For example let’s assume that a measurement like Figure-1 has
been done and “peak” button has been pushed in different times.
Time interval-1 (A-B) : At the first time interval, measurement result is
increasing. So if “peak” button is pushed at any point in this red area our peak
point would be our last measurement. But at the point B result starts to
decrease.
Time interval-2 (B-C) : From the point B to pressure get bigger than this
point (C point), our peak point would be pressure at point B. At the point C
pressure gets a value bigger than B.
Time interval-3 (C-D) : At the area between C-D whole procedure is
similar to A-B. Our peak value would be our last measurement.
Time interval-4 (D-E) : Until pressure gets a value bigger than last peak
value (D point) our peak value remains as D.

Figure-1

ON/SET: This button is used to turn on and off the device and to change the
menus.




